
Fleece Two Layer Throw Blanket Assembly Instructions 

 

1. Unpack your kit to find: 

a. two pieces of fleece fabric pieces safety pinned together  

b. one baggy with four strands of wide yarn and a plastic clip (for long sides of throw) 

c. one baggy with two strands of wide yarn and a plastic clip (for short sides of throw) 

 

2. Place your two pieces of fleece fabric on a large flat surface (like a kitchen table), with the 

pattern of the fabric you want to be the top of throw facing up toward you.  (There are two 

coordinating patterns, one on each side of the fleece pieces, either can be chosen as top or 

bottom depending upon your preference.) 

 

3. Rotate the fleece fabric so that one of the short sides is directly in front of you. 

 

4. Feel from the outer left, bottom edge of fleece fabric toward the right to find pre-cut slits with 

tactile paint around the edges.  The tactile paint is to help those who are visually impaired to 

find the slits by touch and to help guide the lacing of the wide yarn through each slit. 

 

5. Use the plastic clip from the baggy with the two strands of wide yarn, and place one of the wide 

yarn strips into the plastic clip leaving about a two inch tail on one end.   

 

6. Insert the plastic clip with the wide yarn attached, going from the top of fleece slit down 

through to the bottom, pulling yarn through except leave about 4 inches of yarn tail on top. 

 

7. Repeat lacing for the next slit by wrapping yarn around the edge of the blanket and inserting the 

plastic clip with wide yarn attached, going from the top of next fleece slit down through to the 

bottom, and pulling yarn all the way through until no slack in yarn.  Continue this for all other 

slits on the short side of the throw just stopping before the last slit in the far corner. 

 

8. Tip:  When pulling yarn through slits be sure to pull enough to make the yarn snug against the 

edges of fabric but not so tight that the fabric bunches.   

 

9. When reach the last slit in the far corner, bring the plastic clip with yarn attached up through 

the backside of the fleece slit, pulling remaining yarn up through to the top of the fleece. 

 

10. This will leave a tail on the top that will later be tied with the long side yarn tails to make a bow 

in the corners. 

 

11. Repeat steps 3-10 to complete lacing of the other short side of the fleece throw. 

 

12. After completed lacing short sides of throw, turn the fleece fabric so that one of the long sides 

of the throw is in front of you. 

 



13. Take one of the four yarn strands out of the other baggy and lace through plastic clip leaving 

about a 2 inch tail. 

 

14. There are multiple safety pins holding the two fleece pieces together.  Remove one of the safety 

pins to use to mark slit #15 as explained in next step. 

 

15. Feel for the first slit in the left, lower side of long side of throw – and then count the slits from 

left to right until you get to slit #15.   Attach safety pin right below slit #15 as a tactile place 

holder. 

 

16. Begin lacing plastic clip attached to wide yarn through the first, left most slit on the long side, 

going from the top of fleece slit down through to the bottom, pulling yarn through except for 

about 4 inches of yarn tail left on top.  Tie the 4 inch yarn tail with the yarn tail from the 

adjacent short end of blanket into a double knot, and then tie in a bow in the corner. 

 

17. Repeat lacing for the next slit by wrapping yarn around the edge of the blanket and inserting the 

plastic clip with wide yarn attached, going from the top of next fleece slit down through to the 

bottom, and pulling yarn all the way through until no slack in yarn.  Continue this for all other 

slits on the long side of the throw just stopping before the safety pin marking slit #15. 

 

 

18. When reach slit #15, bring the plastic clip with yarn attached up through the backside of the 

fleece slit, pulling remaining yarn up through to the top of the fleece.  This leaves a tail on top.   

 

19. Remove plastic clip from yarn, and use to insert another yarn strand from the baggy.  Start 

lacing in next slit to right of slit #15, as before from top to bottom, leaving a tail of about 3-4 

inches.  Tie the two tails of yarn left on top of fleece into a knot to connect in the middle of long 

side. 

 

20. Repeat lacing for the next slit by wrapping yarn around the edge of the blanket and inserting the 

plastic clip with wide yarn attached, going from the top of next fleece slit down through to the 

bottom, and pulling yarn all the way through until no slack in yarn.  Continue this for all other 

slits on the long side of the throw just stopping before the last slit in far corner of the long side. 

 

 

21. When reach last slit in far corner, bring the plastic clip with yarn attached up through the 

backside of the fleece slit, pulling remaining yarn up through to the top of the fleece. 

 

22. This will leave a tail on the top.  Double knot this tail with the adjacent short side yarn tail and 

tie into bows in the corner. 

 

23. Turn the fleece fabric pieces around so that the other long side of throw is facing you, and 

repeat steps 13-22 to complete lacing the other long side of throw. 



 

24. There are many safety pins holding your fleece pieces together – feel along borders and center 

to find and remove all safety pins. 

 

25. This completes your fleece throw, we hope you have enjoyed assembling it as much as your end 

product!  Please always feel free to contact us with any questions or comments.  We want to 

help everyone to be successful with their projects! 

 

 

Happy sewing and crafting! 

 

Tammy Roussell, Mitsy Kit Inc. Founder and CEO 


